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Participants: Inspector, Council, 28198 Lands Improvements, 29482 
Bovis Homes, 29947 Rectory Homes, 29993 Wendover NP SG, 32193 
HBF, 32243 CEG, 32263 Gleesons Strategic Land, 32264 Persimmon 
Homes Midlands (with Hearing Statement), 32267 Careys New Homes, 
32286 Richborough Estates, 32001 Arnold White Estates (with Hearing 
Statement), 32090 Wendover PC, 32280 Cala Group & William Hardy 
Charity.  

Summary of issues 

A common theme to these representations and my questions (Qs 6, 30, 
83, 90, 92 and 93) is that the policies are vague or unclear or rely 
excessively on supplementary planning documents for their meaning or 
effect but that these affect the viability of a development. 

The Council’s response is that the plan’s approach reflects existing 
practice which has proven successful in delivering high quality design and 
is based on NPPF paragraphs 39, 59 and 60.  It points to the difficulty of 
drafting a detailed policy applicable to all contextual circumstances but is 
prepared to attempt to do so in relation to car parking standards, noting 
that some made Neighbourhood Plans have adopted standards.  It 
proposes modifications to the text of policies to make clear that policy 
cannot require adherence to spd. 

The Council’s response makes helpful reference to the Regulations, which 
has led to my supplemental Q113.  The Regulations appear to make it 
clear that whether or not the Council’s intentions for SPDs fall within the 
requirements of the regulations depends on whether they state a 
development management policy intended to guide the determination of a 
planning  application (cannot be spd) or merely state an objective 
relevant to the development and use of land (can be spd) 

There is a separate hearing session (Session 8, matter 16z, Qs 100, 106, 
108) touching on spd in relation to sports, recreation and green 
infrastructure). 

Matters for discussion 

1) Have I correctly understood the thrust of the representations? 

2) Have I correctly understood the Regulations? 

3) Do policies BE2-4 provide sufficient detail to be effective.  Are there 
specific matters contained in existing or proposed spd which 
effectively amount to policy which should be included in the plan? 



 

 

4) Is policy H7 sufficiently justified and should it be re-drafted with 
specific reference to the government’s technical standards or 
withdrawn (see my supplementary Q112)? 

5) There is a separate hearing session on transport policy but is the 
effect of policies T1 and T3 to delegate transport policy to the 
Buckinghamshire Local Transport Plan, the Aylesbury Transport 
Strategy and the Buckingham Transport Strategy? 

6) Is policy T5 sufficiently detailed to be effective?  Are there specific 
matters contained in vehicle parking standards or proposed design 
SPD which should be included in the plan? 
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